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Introduction
It wasn’t that long ago that the big debate for real estate boards and MLSs was whether or not to sponsor an MLS listing consumer 
website.  Now there are more than 300 such websites.  Based on a recent survey conducted by Focus Forward, 24% of MLS respondents 
that don’t currently provide a consumer website are now considering it.  The top two reasons listed by survey respondents as to why 
they don’t currently offer an MLS listing consumer website are: key brokers and leadership don’t want it, and membership is not asking 
for it.  Nonetheless, momentum toward creating such websites is building.  The trend for MLS listing consumer websites is clearly on the 
rise as brokers start to leverage the MLSs while the MLSs are looking for additional value-added services for the brokers. 

The objective of this paper is not to tell you whether or not your board or MLS should provide a listing website for consumers.  This 
paper is intended to help you achieve a higher degree of success with your MLS listing consumer website, if you already have one or are 

MLS listing consumer websites, and other valuable insights from industry experts who were interviewed for this paper.  

 

What Consumers Want — Consumers Get!
Let’s begin with the understanding that an MLS listing consumer website is developed and designed primarily for use by the home-buying 
public, while recognizing that real estate professionals may also use it.  In fact, some MLS listing consumer websites have broader market 
data and more innovative features than some local MLS systems, making the MLS listing consumer websites useful and valuable to both 
professionals and the public alike. 

Regardless of the mix of users, the focus of the MLS listing consumer website should be on what consumers want — and they want it 

as pop-up ads.  The home-buying public prefers impartial listing websites; those that are free of bias or referrals.  One thing they do value 

want to know about properties that exist and that might be of interest to them, based on similar searches and feedback from others.  

At some point in the process of buying or selling a home, most consumers will seek out the services of an expert — a professional 
advisor who will guide them through the process.  To meet this need, a website feature that provides additional information or assistance 

 

the data.  We will discuss some popular features and tools later in this paper.  

         — Saul Klein

Who Will Provide the Best Solutions Going Forward?
In markets where the MLS has not offered a compelling real estate listing search, consumers currently use a variety of independent listing 
websites that are not sponsored by boards, MLSs, brokerages or franchises.  While the MLS is the neutral source for information on 
listings, to date many MLSs have been reluctant to provide direct consumer access to listing information.  This has left a void that has been 

Frequent reports about increased usage of many independent listing websites like Realtor.com, Yahoo, Zillow, ZipRealty, Google, Trulia and 
 

Many consumers understand the MLS is the source of most listing information.  Some see the MLS as the “Switzerland” of the industry.  

marketing its site as the ‘purest’ (most neutral) site to the home-buying public.  In addition to marketing the neutrality of the MLS listing 
consumer website, the MLS can communicate that its website contains the best data available — that the listings it offers are consistently 
and reliably the most up to date that are going to be found on the Web.   

There are a few other areas where the independent listing websites have been outpacing some MLS listing consumer websites including, 
for example, that they have overcome obstacles to offer data that crosses traditional MLS borders, providing access to the entire market.  

and they typically offer borderless information.  However, more recently, thanks in part to data sharing and improved standards and 

http://www.mris.com
http://www.localmatters.com
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technology, the traditional MLS boundaries and limitations for broader listing display are disappearing.  MLSs can more easily compete 
with the national independent listing websites, providing a compelling end-user experience with listings for an entire natural market area.

Many of the independent listing websites increasingly provide tools for the consumer that make it easier to learn about real estate online, 
including increased market data such as neighborhood and school information, powerful searches and integration with social media.  Until 
recently, they have been the innovators for the most part, but the MLSs are quickly catching up by providing tools and features expected 
by consumers.  

Boards and MLSs have many options when it comes to offering a successful MLS listing consumer website.  The choice of how to create it 
generally falls into one of two categories – either to build it or buy (i.e.  license) it from an outside provider.     

MLS can customize the functionality and look and feel of the site and make changes whenever they are desired.  However, this approach 
carries a much higher risk in terms of costs and budgeting and time to market.  Not all MLSs have the experience, skills and resources 
to develop a high-quality listing consumer website on their own.  Further, building it in-house may distract the MLS from providing core 
services to subscribers.  

Beyond the build period, the website itself must be refreshed as a part of a competitive strategy to keep up with innovations seen on 
the independent listing websites nationwide.  Most MLSs do not have the resources required to continually innovate in the way that a 
company specializing in listing sites for consumers can.   It becomes a question of where the MLS will dedicate its resources for technology 

about 20 MLSs across the country develop and maintain the software and systems themselves.  Even MRIS (a co-sponsor of this paper), 
which built its MLS on a robust platform for its MLS subscribers, chose an outside vendor for its listing website for consumers.  Given the 
reluctance of many companies to hire more staff in the current economic climate and the requirements for additional, different skill sets 
that are not inherently part of the MLS infrastructure, it’s very likely that the majority of MLSs will contract with an outside provider.    

The most common approach to procuring an MLS listing consumer website is to contract with the current MLS vendor.  This vendor 
typically hosts the MLS system, it understands the property types and data, plus the MLS knows who it is dealing with based upon the 

the search portion of their MLS listing consumer websites.  

Alternatively some MLSs contract with providers like Local Matters (a co-sponsor of this paper) that specialize in consumer websites as 
their core competency.  When it comes to designing compelling consumer websites, experience counts.  Some MLSs have also engaged 

provider and its MLS if the websites are too similar in functionality or look and feel.  

Most MLSs are making the choice, just as they have with their MLS system, to license their MLS listing consumer website rather than 
deal with the expenses related to a custom-built website and required maintenance.   Many are considering moving away from limited 
functionality websites provided for free or at low cost by some MLS vendors.  They’ve realized that offering a non-compelling site to 

looking at their options for licensing a high-value listing consumer website from other sources.

While dozens of factors determine the overall success of each MLS listing consumer website, our research into top-performing consumer 

1. This may seem obvious, but 
it is especially important because developing an MLS listing consumer website is time consuming, expensive and requires an ongoing 
commitment by staff and leadership.  If you already have an MLS listing consumer website, you already know this!  However, it may 

launched the redevelopment project for its MLS listing consumer website, HomesDatabase.com.   
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The business plan should address your longer-term strategy for the website, and the brand that your MLS wishes to create.  It 
should convey a clear understanding of consumer needs and behavior ; lay out plans for the ongoing promotion of the site, including 
advertising, and how you will measure success going forward.  In MRIS’ case, they set out to build HomesDatabase.com based on its 

through a great consumer experience.  Local Matters worked with MRIS to design HomesDatabase.com so that the site would 
provide the most complete, accurate and up-to-date listing information available directly from the MLS.  MRIS chose to enhance its 
subscribers’ value proposition by providing extensive reporting to the brokers and agents — to help them make more relationships 
and increase earnings.   

2.   During your evaluation process, 
consider and compare all of the options including custom-building your site, and buying or licensing the solution and technology from 
your MLS vendor or other providers with expertise in this area.  Your partners should know how to increase the activity on your 
site through SEO (Search Engine Optimization), SEM (Search Engine Marketing), and other forms of advertising.  They should be 
committed to constant innovation and leading, or at least keeping up with, the rest of the industry since they are specialists in what 
they do. 

3. The best websites continuously innovate by adding new and improved tools and features.  
Staying ahead of or keeping up with the leading national independent listing websites can be challenging —another reason to select 
strong and experienced partners.   The features and navigation should be grounded in consumer market research as well as matching 
or even leading what popular independent listing websites are offering.   
 
The following elements make real estate listing websites more compelling to consumers.  Include these site features in your long-
term strategy for your MLS listing consumer website.  A number of them may be implemented in phases, as you extend the budget 
for the project and learn more about the needs and wants of home buyers in your region. 

  Real estate listing websites should make it easy for the consumers to narrow their search 

sometimes known as “Natural Language Queries,” and type a community name and amenity, it makes their search a lot easier.  
Do they have to “ping pong” back and forth between search results and their search criteria, or have you made it easy for 

 

Additional content.  Market data and statistics are highly valued by consumers — especially when integrated into the property 

demographic information are all important — and be sure to include these details alongside the listing information.  It’s not 
convenient for the consumer to have to visit third-party websites for this information.  Websites like Zillow have raised the bar 
for providing comprehensive and recent “sold” data for nearby properties, and “AVMs” for the property being viewed. 

 

websites that encourage interactions between people and provide tools for creating new and additional content are thriving.  

subsequently are found and used by fewer consumers.   

(information and ratings — not just data about properties, neighborhoods, 
schools) are much more interesting to consumers than websites that have just listings.  Allowing the consumer to share 
listings with others including their agent, family members and friends is key, and this sharing can be via email, text message, or 
integrations with social networking websites.   
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4. Many real estate listing websites brag about numbers of hits, unique visitors and 
page views.  That’s one way to measure things – from a sheer quantity perspective.  However, more meaningful measures of success 
should be grounded in your business plan based on additional metrics that are more actionable.  For example: 

Attracting consumers:  

 

 

These insights are much more meaningful to you and your MLS subscribers than just the number of visitors.  You are looking 
to understand how well your MLS listing consumer website is connecting with consumers and the value it is providing to both 
consumers and agents.  It is not enough to understand these internally; you need to think about and plan for learning from these 
metrics and communicating back out to your subscribers via web and email-based reports on a periodic basis.  Be thinking of these 
quality metrics from the start of your website design and involve your partners in the conversation. 

5. Your subscribers need to be reminded of what you are doing for 

the subscribers about the usage of the system as described above the number of free leads that are generated through the site 
where the visitors are coming from number of click-throughs trends related to the number of visitors, and the number of times each 
broker’s listings are searched and viewed. 
 
For example, MRIS provides its subscribers a weekly e-newsletter about such activity on HomesDatabase.com .  Brokers, who are 

 

Conclusion
It’s time to move beyond the debate about whether MLSs should operate listing consumer websites — more than 300 MLSs are doing 

selecting an agent or broker, at the right time. 
  
Because MLSs are the sources of the listing data, they are well-positioned to offer these listing consumer websites, which, in turn, provides 
valuable information to the brokers about consumer behavior, and helps the MLS subscribers understand consumers better, fostering 
relationships that result in a sale.  
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Metropolitan Regional Information Systems, Inc.  (MRIS) is a leading real estate information technology company and the largest multiple 
listing service in the nation.  MRIS’ market is comprised of several states in the Mid-Atlantic region, including Maryland, Virginia, Washington 

collection of services and products that support the business of the real estate.  In the past year alone, MRIS services helped facilitate 
over $36 billion dollars in real estate sales throughout our region. 

In addition to our core MLS services, the MRIS service also powers HomesDatabase.com, an innovative and popular consumer real estate 
search site.  HomesDatabase.com is designed to meet the demands of today’s consumer and to represent our brokers, agents, and listings 
to create real value.  Featuring intuitive natural language search, a suggestion engine and a compelling user experience, HomesDatabase.
com is the only website offered directly to consumers from MRIS. 

throughout the nation.  Visit www.mris.com or email sales@mris.net.

Local Matters provides technology solutions to online publishers of local information to help them achieve leadership in local search and 
advertising.  For MLSs, Local Matters delivers engaging real estate listing websites that bring consumers together with brokers and agents 
with the tools needed to select homes and agents.   
 
With over 12 million unique monthly visitors worldwide, and almost 100 yearly software releases, Local Matters has the proven 
experience in consumer websites to support your initiative.  Local Matters empowers dozens of the world’s top local media, voice 

Melbourne, Local Matters has been an established leader in digital solutions for publishers since 2002.  For more information, contact 

Metropolitan Regional Information Systems, Inc., 
 

 
 

kevin@kevinmcqueen.com


